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15 the Mohole Project Necessary?

As you are aware, one of the most important objectives in Earth Sciences is
to discover the compositíon of the upper mantle and the true meaning of Mohorovicic
discontinuity.

In a work by Teagle .and Hdefons.e (Nature -471, 2011,) J read that. the Mohole
Project has been given reconsideration. One of the best sites to carry out drilling in the
crust-upper rnantle seems to be the Cocos plate on the Costa Rica coast (ODP site 1256,
1.5 km below the sea bed), where the first data indicate the presence of diverse mafic -
rocks associated to abun.cfant marine sediments in a thin crust.

There must surely be enough geological and geophysical data to warrant such a
project being suspended or even discarded. Sorne of the reasons for not proceeding with
either of these are the following:

- Most geologists andogeophysicists today have enough data to know or to deduce
that the upper mantle is not of a peridotite cornposition. ltís more sialic (lIgranitic")

than current models (Sanchez Cela, University of Zaragoza, 1999, 2004).

- The phvsical-geophvsical data in depth during the growth of the sialic (granitic)
crust throughout geological time indicate .that. thev can be ei'isily explained ..by

physical changas, in many cases episodic and gradually, from a denser-sialic upper .
mantle matter (densialite) into a lighter crustal-granitic one (Sanchez Cela,
University of Zaragoza, 2000, 2012).

- In all oceanic zones defined as anomalous (thicker than 10 km) beneath diverse
mafic rocks and marine sediments a granitic-gneissic basement is always both
present and also necessarv.



The Mohole project is no doubt very expensive when related to its possible

scientific results, that is, to check on the presence of peridotites or other similar rocks in

the upper mantle. The funds used for this project might well be used for other scientific

and humanitarian proposals.

I can foresee that should this venture go ahead, after drilling is completed, the

upper mantle rocks will be formed by granitic rocks, diverse mafic igneous rocks and

marine sediments, all affected by very high brecciation-melting processes produced by

drilling. Whatever the case, the lowest rocks will always be of a granitic nature.

For those geologists who consider that this project could be useful for obtaining

valuable minerals, e.g. diamonds, from the upper mantle, Jet me tell them that they are in

for a surprise since these minerals and their bearing rocks, kirnberlites, are formed in the
crust in high compressionaJ graben-rifts from the transformation - partiaL melting of calc-

sílicate rocks (5anchez Cela, 2004).

Before l depart frorn this .world, I would like to know the results of the Cocos or

sorne other site project as I still enjoy making geological contributions to the physical and

chemical knowledge of the upper mantle. This is no longer an easy task due to my

-somewhat ·advancedage¡ time whichseems t-e f~yever faster ana tne -faet that scientific

heterodox theories are very difficult to accept. So, many geologists will continue trving to

explain the abundant oceanic granitic rocks as strange mechanisms of magmatic

differentiation or as underplated continental fragments rather than explaining them as

produced from a "densíalíte" upper rnantle rock+Sanchez Cela, 2000).


